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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The schools are busy preparing young people to take an
active and intelligent place in society. The enormity of this task
is appalling when one observes the steady change that is taking place
and the critical problems that are resulting from this change.
The present situation is irjore challenging than in the past
because we are no longer a new country with almost unliniited oppor-
tunities. Today there are no unsettled regions to which the unsuc-
cessful and restless can move. Instead, there are well trained and
capable people unable to find work which satisfies them. Machines
are steadily displacing workers. Trades are disappearing. The
worker is faced with occupational instability and econoniic insecu-
rity.
What will these startling changes lead to? What will
characterize the economic and industrial world of to-morrow? What
will the situation be when the pupils in school are ready to start
out for themselves? Educators have been awake to these problems for
some time. Solving them is more difficult. It was believed that
a survey of the occupations and a study of the conditions of work
facing the worker would be useful information for the pupil to have.
Such a course appeared in some cases when the grammar schools were
reorganized and the junior high school introduced. It was called

-a.
occupational civics, vocations, or occupations and was combined with
courses in English, civics or other social science subjects.
In two decades the occupations course has strengthened its
position in the social studies group. During this time changes in
it and progress have been made. Has it now attained its proper em-
phasis? Is it of value in presenting a picture of the conditions
in the world of work and the opportunities awaiting the pupils?
It is of incalculable value for a teacher to check up on
her own work b7 making a study of the work of someone else in the
same field. This method helps her to revaluate what she has been
attempting to do and to progress by accepting and adopting the best
of what those who are leaders in the particular educational field
are doing. This procedure is what the writer is attempting to follow
in regard to a course in occupations.
This thesis is presented in two parts. In part one the
purpose is to examine several courses of study in occupations to
see what Is being done and to note shortages. In part two a block
of work is presented which can be used in grade nine to overcome
some of these weaknesses.
In analyzing the courses of study, the purpose is for
comparison and not in any respect to get a survey of the conntry.
There have been careful surveys made as the one described in
"Courses in Occupational Information" by Maris M. Proffitt. Also,
there has been an extensive study made by M. B. Lincoln. -i/
1/ U. E. Lincoln, Teaching about Vocational Life . (As yet unpublished)

The courses of study which the writer examined were
selected because they represented work "being done at a distance, as
well as close by; they were available; and they were froia places
that were quoted in literature recently published about this problem.
To clarify any doubt of what is meant by an occupations
course, the following definition is submitted. The occupations
course is a separate course for the study of occupational and educa-
tional information. In addition to a general survey in the field
of occupations, facts pertaining to economic and industrial life
are presented to prepare the pupil for the complexity and ever rapid
change of the world of rork. Interests, ideals and social attitudes
are developed which will better fit the young person to fill a use-
ful place in society,
S^ich a cotirse is found in a school system where little
formal guidance is attempted as nell as a part of sn elaborate guid-
ance program. In the following study it is not considered as a part
in a program of g^Jiidance,
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GHAPTER II
HISTORICAL BAGKGRODND
How did the occupations course get a place all its own in
the curriculum? Clearly it is tied to the guidance movement. Once
the guidance movecient gained headway, a decided need for more ade-
quate occupational information was felt.
The first forriial work in vocational guidance was done in
1/
Boston by Frank Parsons. This valuable work, which consisted
of extending advice to young persons that patronized the Civic Ser-
vice House in Boston, was accomplished outside the school. Mr.
Parsons believed it should be incorporated with the public school
2/
system. The introductory note of 2v'r. Parsons' book was written
after his death by Ralph Albertson. In it ".:r, Albertson states as
a basis of truth: "The youth should have a large survey of the field
of vocations " This was dated May 1, 1909.
In Grand Rapids, IJichigan, an extensive plan for guidance
through English composition work was introduced. Under the direc-
\J Jesse 3. Davis, Vocational and :.;oral Guidance , p. 137.
2j Frank Parsons, Choosing a /ocation , p. 51.
Zj Ibid.
,
p. vii.
4_/ Jesse B. Davis, op.cit., p. 20.
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tion of I..T. Jesse B. Davis, the guidance started in grade seven and
continued through the senior high school. There was a half-year
course given in the tenth grade where the pupils became acquainted
1/
with the world's iTOrk. This particular half-year course was given
to impart occupational infomation. No reference was made to the
student's future ambitions. Here was an early course in occupations.
When the Vocational Guidance Association was organized in
Grand Rapids, October 1913, Mr. Davis presented a paper describing
the work which had been going on for about five years.
In DeKalb, Illinois, F. M. Giles, principal of the DeKalb
Township High School, had been carrying on what he called a practi-
cal experiment in vocational guidance. Groups of from forty
to fifty pupils were given weekly talks on the business and indus-
trial life about them. The purpose was to furnish a basis for a
more intelligent choice of a life career on the part of the individ-
ual.
By 1919 a textbook in vocational information was publish-
1/
ed by Mr. Giles to be used in conjunction with civics. It empha-
sized factual information, some of it cf statistical nature, about
occupations. It was revised in 192E and is still in use.
!_/ Jesse L. Davis, op.cit., Contribution III by Anna S. Workman,
p. 198.
Zj Vocational Guidance
,
United States Bureau of Education Bulletin,
(1914) , No. 14, p. 91.
Zj Ibid., pp. 52-59.
4^/ Frederick M. Giles and Imogene E. Giles, Vocational Civics
,
p.vii.
—•
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In 1916 the Committee on Social Studies of the Coinmission
on the Reorganization of Secondary Education made a report which
outlines a half-year of wrk called "civic relations of vocational
life."
"The committee is here interested in its
vocational guidance aspect only as an incident
to the broader social and civic training of
the youth. If it can be made to contribute
anything to his guidance toward a wise choice
of vocation and intelligent preparation ibr it,
it is that much gain.
"The chief purpose of the phase of the
ninth-year work now being emphasized should
be the development of an appreciation of the
social significance of all work; of the social
value and interdependence of all occupations;
of the social responsibility of the worker,
not only for the character of his work but
for the use of its fruits; of the opportunities
and necessity for gDOd citizenship in vocational
life; of the duty of the con-jiiunity to the worker;
of the necessity for social control, government
and otherwise, of the economic activities of
the community; and of the part that government
actually plays in regulating the economic life
of the comrriUnity and of the individual. In
other Tords, the work here proposed is an ap-
plication of community civics to a phase of
individual and comraunity life that is now com- ,
ing into the foreground of the pupil's interest."—
The ideal course was not to be found. The course which had
appeared before this report was disclosed stressed the work rather
than the vorker and the social values of his work. The committee
did refer to the work of William a. V/heatley, in I.'iddletown,
2/
Connecticut.
1/ The Social Studies in Secondary Education
,
Department of the
Interior, Bureau of education Bulletin, (1916) , No. 28, p. 27.
Zj Ibid.
, pp. 23-29.
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"Vocational Enlightenment" was the name L'r. V/heatley gave
the course he described as follows:
"Beside being intrinsically interesting to
the pupils, it gives greater respect for all
kinds of honorable work, helps them to choose
more wisely their life work, convinces them of
the absolute necessity for a thorough prepara-
tion before entering any vocation and holds to
the end of the high school course many who
would otherwise drop out early in the race.*^
After some six years of experiotenting the work done in
Middletown resulted in the writing of the textbook "Occupations"
2/
Which was a pioneer in this field. The first edition, printed
in March 1916, was written for boys only. It was revised in 1923
by John M. Brewer. Another drastic revision was made in 1936.
In Pomona, California, occupational information was given
in the class in "vocational information and guidance" in the ninth
year and was compiilsory for all pupils. This fact was considered
important enough to be included in the report of the National
Education Association r.ddresses and Proceedings.
In spite of this recognition, the records do not disclose
anything about its early start in this community. Undoubtedly it
was part of the general beginning of the Vocational Guidance work.
It is significant that at this time (1918) the main objec-
tives of Education were clearly stated in the bulletin called
"Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education." One of these prin-
4/
1/ The Social Studies in secondary Education, op. cit., p. 29.
Zj Enoch E. Gowin, .Villiam A. V/heatley, Occupations a textbook in
Vocational Guidance .
5/ N. E. A. Addresses and Proceedings
,
(1917), Vol.LV, p. 435.
4/ Personal letter from Emmett Clark, Superintendent of Schools, Pomona,
California, riatftri ?^-i»(vh n
,
TQ.*^?^
—

ciples was vocation.
"Vocation. Vocational education should
equip the individual to secure a livelihood
for himself and those dependent on hiiij, to
serve society well through his vocation, to
maintain the right relationship toward his
fellow TOrkers and society, and, as far as
possible to find in that vocation his own
best development
"Vocational education should aim to de-
velop an appreciation of the significance of
the vocation to the community, and a clear
conception of right relations between dif-
ferent vocational groups, between employer
and employee, and between producer and con-
sumer. These aspects of vocational educa-
tion, heretofc^e neglected, demand emphatic
attention." —'
Gradually there crept into many of the junior high schools
a course called "occupations," "vocational civics," "vocations," or
"occupational information" as was suggested. In some instances
it appeared as part of the civics course. some textbooks in civics
devoted several chapters to this particular phase of the work. In
other cases it occurred by itself, occupying from forty to sixty
percent of a five-period week course with a half-unit of credit.
Recently Maris M. Proffitt made a survey of the public
secondary schools of the "United States to see how universally in-
struction in occupational infomiation was being given. The report
of his survey published in 1934 showed that of 1,111 public schools
includea in his study, 68.5 percent gave instruction in occupation-
2/
al information. In the junior high schools 87.2 percent were
1/ Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education , Bullet in (1918), No. 35,
p. 13.
2/ Maris M. Proffitt, Course in Occupational Information . Bulletin
(1934), No. 11, pp. 29-32.
I±
I
I
I
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giving such instruction.
In a report printed two years before, eighty-four percent
of the classes appeared in the junior high school with forty-one
1/
percent in the ninth grade.
"The typical city offers its children a
one-senBster ninth-grade course in occupation-
al inforiration given by a fairly well quali-
fied teacher experienced in teaching the social
studies who meets the class probably three or
four times a week," ^/
The occupations course has already seen two aspects. Be-
fore 1920 the occupational information was given chiefly for guidance.
It was factual in its nature and directed toward aiding the student
in making a wise selection of a life career. Since 1920 teachers
and textbook writers have tried to emphasize the social significance
of the course. I.iore and more the complexity of hunian relation-
ships is apparent. In the newer courses attempts are raade to pre-
pare the pupils to face these changing conditions, Mlbre enlighten-
ment on the difficult problems of vocational life is atterripted and
an intelligent philosophy of work is offered.
1/ Vocational &Iidance
,
Report of the subcomziiittee on Vocational
Guidance, /hite House Conference on Child Health and Protection,
p. 140.
Zj Ibid.
,
p. 145.
3_/ Rolla M. Tryon, The Social Sciences as School Subjects
,
tieport
of the CoEiiuission on the social Studies, Part XI, pp. 320-321.
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CHAPTSR III
JUSTIFICATION OF COURSE
It is not the purpose of the writer to prove that grade
nine is the most strategic place for a course in occupations. Ap-
proximately seventy-five percent of such courses are given in
1/
grades eight and nine, with a preference for the ninth. It is
found here. Does it deserve a place in the curriculum?
Rex B. Cunliffe of Rutgers University makes the tald
statement: "No course is more basic nor more essential than the
2/
course in occupations."
A suhcom ittee of the Vhite House Conference on Child
3./
Health and Protection makes several recommendations.
"1. As a measure actuated hy regard for
child protection and welfare, curriculum study
of occupational information is required.
"2. Classes for such a study should be
carefully organized, with approved textbooks
and methods, and should be placed at strate-
gic points where educational and vocational
decisions are about to be made.
"3. Such classes should place less em-
phasis on the learning of facts than on teach-
ing pupils methods of occupational analysis
!_/ Maris L'. Proffitt, op. cit., p. 13.
2j Rex B. Cunliffe, Trends in Vocational Guidance (Revised 1935)
,
Studies in Education, no, 8, p. 28.
3/ Vocational Guidance , Report of the subcommittee on Vocational
Guidance, op. eit., p. 160.

and self-analysis that may develop in them
the confirmed habit of analyzing occupation-
al problems as they arise in their lives.
"4. Such classes should also aim to equip
pupils with vocational enlightenment usable
for solving the larger economic and social
problems connected with occupational life."
Set down as one of the seven main objectives of secondary
education is "vocation."
"The pupil (shall) explore his own
capacities and aptitudes, and n&ke a sur-
vey of the world's work to the end that he
may select his vocation wisely. Hence, an
effective program of vocational guidance
in the secondary school is essential." i/
To be ready to meet the demands of an ever-changing soci-
ety and to take a useful place in the socio-economic world one must
make preparations. Here is the opportunity to direct thinking to-
ward that time whether it is to be in the near future or further
removed.
An investigation by Oran I, Brown shows that the actual
selection of a vocational choice comes some eight years later than
the average junior high school age. Statistics derived from the
study of over ninteen hundred successful men and vromen proved that
vocational choices are made at the age of twenty-one and four
2/
tenths years.
The school does not wish to urge an immediate choice of
1/ Cardinal Prrnciples of Secondary Education
,
op. cit., p. 13.
Z/ Oran I. Brown, A Survey of Vocational Choosing
,
p. 40. Unpublish-
ed Master's thesis of Graduate School, Indiana State Teachers'
College, Mo. 194, 1935.
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occupations upon the pupils. However, they should be alert to the
fact that constantly choices are being presented which must be con-
sidered and must be decided. These choices very definitely influ-
ence the rest of their lives.
Here in grade nine is an opportunity to make a very im-
portant educational choice. .Then plans are made for the last three
years of their secondary school career, pupils may be closing the
door on a college education by not taking academic subjects re-
quired for entrance to college. Perhaps they choose to focus their
attention upon definite preparation for their life work. It njay
be here that they elect commercial subjects, home economics, or
shop work. The portent of their choice should be brought emphat-
ically to their attention.
Cunliffe quotes the situation in jlinnesota: "Studies of
workers in industry show that little experience is required to ac-
quire skill in operating machines and that this skill is obtained
1/
at the factory itself and not in the high school."
From this statement it would seem that the schools are not
called upon to furnish training in the operating of machinery. A
large percentage of the workers will master that skill in a few
weeks on the job, Vhat the schools do need is to create certain
social attitudes in the hearts and minds of the future workers, at-
titudes they will need regardless of the niche they fit into.
T7 Rex. B. Cunliffe, op.cit., p. 12.
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"It appears that the chief causes of fail-
ure are not lack of skill or lack of technical
knowledge; over sixty-two percent of the cases
were discharged through failure in human rela-
tions and character qualities." —
This surely offers a challenge and an opportunity to
create social attitudes to correct this situation. Attitudes of
pride in character, co-operation, respect for others and interest
in affairs will be ever needed.
!_/ Frederick J, iillen, Principles and Problems in Vocational Guidance ,
Chapter Y by John IC. Brewer, "The Recent Progress and Problems of
Vocational Guidance", p. 43.
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GHAPTSR IV
CHAxUCTER OF COURSE
The character of the course has changed considerably
since its first appearance. In the past the iruportant objective
seemed to be the acquiring of specific occupational information.
F, M. Giles stated in 1914 that his purpose was to fur-
nish the individual with the material for more intelligent deci-
1/
sion of a life work.
Imogene K. Giles stated as her purpose in 1936, as fol-
lows:
"The pxirpose of this book is to help the
teacher in the task of guiding boys and girls
in their plans for education and for leisure
time, and in their effort to achieve high
ideals in citizenship and in character. In
regard to occupations, only enough facts are
used to give a general picture. In these the ,
worker rather than the work is emphasized." —
This change in emphasis can be noted in the type of treat-
ment given to the various occupations in textbooks. The trend very
definitely is toward emphasizing the social significance of the
worker assuming his place in the world.
1/ Vocational '3uidance , United States Bureau of Education Bulletin,
(1914) , No. 14, p. 56.
8/ Occupational Civics , p. V.
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Educators realize that with changes coming as rapidly as
they are, the nsw society may be radically different from the pres-
ent times. The schools can get the young student ready for sudden
changes or gradual shifts by teaching him to be"flexible in his
thinking and acting. .Ve must teach him more of the why and not so
1/
much of the what . " This can be accomplished through the inclu-
sion of new materials which emphasize social, ethical, and economic
problfflns.
The Three Major Aims
Brewer states: "The social aim of vocational guidance
2/
is more important than the individual aim.^
The first aim today is social. This is more important
than the concomitant aims.
••Hence the social aim of vocational guid-
ance is to guide students in icno vledge and wis-
dom which will equip them for and impel them
toward the solution of those larger problems
of occupational life which are too big to be
solved by individual action alone."—'
The vocational aim is still here but the emphasis has
shifted. The pupils are given the "larger and more obvious informa
1/
tion rather than the detailed." They survey the field of occu-
pations to develop knowledge and appreciation of vocational life.
!_/ iVilliam H. Kilpatrick, ••Character and the New Society," Occupa-
tions, The Vocational Guidance Magazine
,
XII, No. 5, pp. 396-397.
Zj John lu. Brewer, .Sducation as Guidance
,
p. 300.
Zj John M. Brewer, op. cit., p. 297.
4_/ Vocational Guidance
,
Report of the subcommittee on Vocational
Guidance, op. cit., p. 150.
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The educational aLTi is to arouse in the pupil curiosity con
cerning his own abilities, to acquaint the pupil with the purpose and
value of school, and to furnish a complete survey of educational op-
portunities afforded by the school.
"The education of the future must provide,
then, nore specifically and usefully than hereto-
fore, a kind of training to develop proficiency
in the best way of living and working together."
"The objectives of such courses must be a
power, a capacity to make progressive adjust-
ments to life situations, *iich is a synthesis
of skills, and concepts, and attitudes." —
^
!_/ Walter V. Brigham, "Abilities and Opportunities," Occupations ,
XII (February, 1934), p. 9.
Zj Rex B. Cunliffe, op. cit., p. 30.
r
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CHAPTER V
THE OCCUPATIONS COURSE OF SEVERAL REPRESENTATIVE CITIES
The occupations course which appears as a part of the
social studies curriculum varies in length, content and treatment.
There are Tiany features, however, which appear in nearly every
course and so may be called basic. A general survey of the field
is given and a detailed study and report on a specific occupation
is made.
Excerpts from the courses of study follow with comments
in the light of present day trends.
CHOOSING A VOCATION ±'1/
Objectives as stated:
2/
GENERAL OBJECTIVES: —
A. To use the offerings of the junior high school
as a suggestive basis from which students may
think through the essential elements in the
various vocations.
B. To use the available opportunities within the
the city as a further basis for the analysis
of vocations to aid in the approach of the
essential elements.
C. To better the understanding of students and to
aid in the determining of individual fitness.
T7 Social Science
,
Junior High School, Curriculum Bulletin No. 105,
^^^^
J^^77~San~"^gag^i3co Public Schools,
Ii
i
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
1
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D. To develop the students' understanding of
social problems and awaken an interest in
the broad fields of the vocations as they
relate themselves to a more effective
citizenship.
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:
A. To develop an appreciation of the importance
to the individual and to the community of
the work each person does in the world.
B. To broaden the knowledge of occupations and
the problems of the occupational world.
1. Historical iiackground of present
occupation.
2. ivjodern organization of industry
diversity, specialization, inter-
relation, classification.
C. To urge the practical need of some eventual
plan of each pupil's own.
1. From standpoint of the individual.
2. Its relation to the community.
3. Its requirements, physical and
educational.
D. To develop a technique for considering each
one's educational and vocational future.
1. Discuss factors that should be con-
sidered.
2. Analyze qualities necessary for
success.
3. Compare own abilities with the re-
quirements for representative oc-
cupation.
E. To put a pupil in touch with sources of accurate
information.
F. To stimulate pupils to continue their education
further as a necessary preparation for future
success.
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1. Explain opportunities for further
training.
a. General and specific.
b. Public and private.
II Attitudes and abilities:
The course emphasizes doing. i"rom these activities worth-
while attitudes would result.
The activities included:
1. A study and a report on one skilled
and one unskilled occupation.
2. A visit and report on at least one
industry.
3. Reading and reporting on two books
listed in the bibliography.
4. Keeping a notebook containing:
a. clippings
b . graphs
c. notes
5. Additional activities:
a. interviews
b. field trips
c. motion pictures
d. posters
e. three minute talks
f. debates
g. dramatizations
III Length of course:
Six weeks.
IV Textbooks used:
Hill , Howard G
. ,
Community and Vocational Givics .
References for Pupils' Readings.—'^
1. Bate, (Tilliam G.
,
and .Vilson, E. A. : Studies
in Vocational Information. 19E6. Longmans.
1/ Social Science, Junior High School, Curriculum Bulletin, No, 105,
OP. Clt.. p.'w.
1•
i
i
1
1
1
1
1
1
!
1
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E. Board of Education: High School Opportunities
in San Francisco.
3. Giles, Fred M. , and Giles, Imogene K. : Vocation-
al Civics. 1923. Macmillan.
4. Gowan, Enoch B., and Vheatley, .Tilliam A.:
Occupations. 1923. Ginn.
5. Hill, Howard C: Community Life and Civic
Problems. 1922. Ginn.
6. Lyman, Rollo L. , and Howard C: Literature
and Living, Books I, II, III. 1925. Scrib-
ners.
7. Lyon, Leverett 3.: Making a Living. 1926.
Macmillan.
8. Lyon, Leverett 3., and Butler, Marie A.:
Vocational Readings. 1927. Macmillan.
9. Sowers, J. S. : The Boy and His Vocation.
1925. Marshall Arts Press.
10. Ziegler, Samuel H. , and Jaquette, Helen:
Choosing an Occupation. 1924. Winston.
Supplement ary mater ial
:
Current publications.
Comments.
A wealth of material is included in the content of this
six weeks course. It would appear that more than six weeks would
be needed to accomplish what is being attempted. Although desirable
social aims are included in the objectives, the emphasis seems to
be placed on the vocational and educational phases of the course.
Sub-topics of social significance are indicated under various
headings but not stressed, i/ould the student gain the desired social
attitudes from such incidental treatment?
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The following topics are, in the opinion of the writer, of
social Significance and deserve more emphasis, ^San Francisco Course)—/
• A. Why must I work?
2. Value to the community.
B. Contrast past and present in industry,
3, Progress of any trade during last fifty years.
a. Methods of training,
"b. Methods of living.
c. Hours and regularity of work.
d. Wages.
e. Union regulations.
C. How may occupations "be classified?
2, Interrelation of occupations.
s. TShy should I plan my career?
4. Loss when person does not do work for which i
he is best fitted,
c. To society.
jj
p. Wha,t are the difficulties in selecting a vocation?
2, Complexity of modern "business and depend-
ence of each worker's task on those of
others.
I. TCliat are the principal factors to "be considered in
selecting a vocation?
7. Opportunity for social service.
p. TThat are some of the pro"blems and conditions which
confront workers in different occupations?
1. Seasonal occupations.
#
3. Changes in demand.
4. Trade restrictions.
U The numbering is as it appears in the San Francisco Course.
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Section P is labelled "optional if time permits." The
topics covered here are the type lir, John 1.1. Brewer "believes all
students should thoroughly understand.-^ This -oart and much more
2/
was recommended at the Wiiite House Conference.—' In the or>inion
of the writer, the preceding course would he strengthened and made
more vital "by the inclusion of more material of this sort.
1/ Frederick J. Allen, op.cit;, p. 40.
2/ Vocational Quidance . Report of the subcommittee on Vocational
Guidance, op. cit,, p. 151.
•I
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NINTH OlADE COM/TUNITY LIFE PROBLEMS
1/
OCCUPATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
1. To acquaint the pupil with workers in order to
develop appreciation and respect for all produc-
tive labor.
2. To reveal to the pupil the opi)ortunities in oc-
cupations that he may choose from when the time
comes for him to select his life work.
3. To help the pupil to realize the importance of
self analysis and learn to make one.
4. To familiarize the pupil with educational and
1/ Junior High School Social Studies
,
Ninth Grade Community Life
Problems, (1933)
,
Minneapolis, Public Schools.
?J Ibid. , p. 78, (The aims have been taken out of a page labeled
"Teachers' overview." The wording was changed.)
I Objectives as stated:
other means of vocational
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II Attitudes and abilities:
1/
Understandings '.'/hich Should Have Been Developed by this Unit
1. The world of work is coniposed of a constantly increasing
multitude of productive occupations that are necessary
to our standard of living.
2. All workers engaged in productive labor are entitled
to the respect, appreciation, and co-operation of all
people.
3. All people in whatever walk of life they find them-
selves should try to help other wrkers solve their
problems
.
4. Every person should have the desire and the prepara-
tion to enter some productive occupation that he may
contribute toward society's welfare.
5. There are a limited number of occupations that each
person may successfully enter due to his individual
interests and abilities.
6. In order to achieve the highest possible success in
occupation, a person must study and plan his career.
7. He should have a general idea of the work, the prob-
lems, and the preparation required for as large a
number of occupations as possible.
8. The pupils should realize the importance and learn
a method of making a self-analysis.
9. The pupil should have guidance in making a study of
himself to discover his individual interests and
abilities as well as his weaknesses.
10. xifter studying the occupations and himself, the
pupil should be able to make some tentative choice
as to the general occupations in which he believes
he could be successful.
11. He should know the educational opportunities in
ivjinneapolis and its vicinity with special reference
to the ilinneapolis high schools.
1/ Junior High School Social Studies , Ninth Grade Community Life
Problems, (1933), Iv:inneapolis Public Schools, pp. 93-94.
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12. The pupil should make a tenta.tive educational
plan for senior high school or its equivalent.
13. He should -understand the value of school coTirses
in preparation for life outside of school.
14. He should realize that the greatest likelihood
for vocational success lies in knowing how to
o"btain a job, which personal qualities to
capitalize in holding and advancing in that
joh, and what procedure to follow in changing
from one job to another and in making the
necessary adjustments.
15. He should know the scope of education waich
different types of schools and colleges afford,
as trade schools, technical schools, business
collei^es, professional schools, and so forth.
16. He should develop the habit of analyzing an
occupation whenever it becomes necessary to
choose or re-choose an occupation since this
is one of the most important outcomes of the
unit.
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III Length of Course:
Eight to nine weeks.
IV Textbooks:
A list of about twenty books on Occupations, Civics
and Vocations, and books dealing with detailed in-
fomat ion about different occupations was given
(and Readings)
.
V Supplementary Material:
Work books.
jSdnionson and Dondineau, 7/orkbook in Occupations .
Teeters, iorkbook in Guidance .
Proctor, ./orkbook .
Other iriaterials referred to as government bulle-
tins on forestry and Board of Education Bulletin
"The Auto Mechanic."
Comments.
The course is short but the time is used to gDod advantage
After a brief introduction on occupations in general, the work com-
mences with the topic "Choosing and Preparing for an Occupation,"
which would last the major portion of the eight weeks. It is
organized well and emphasizes all through it the worker rather than
the work which characteristic is desirable. It indicates where
training iray be obtained to prepare for the different fields of
work which is a gDOd feature. <
The social phase is not often mentioned but since an under
standing of the social significance of work is developed during an
1/
earlier unit called "Industrial Life," this may not be necessary.
1/ Junior High "school Social Studies
,
Minneapolis Public Schools,
op, cit., pp. 53-77.
cI
c
I
!Ehe two short units which are optional contain valuable
contributions to the course.^It would "be desirable to include a
short study of successful men and women in the course. Through
such reading and study a "broadening of interests results.
The detailed study of some job is a major requirement in
the typical course described in Haris M. Proffitt*s investigation.^
This exercise is a valuable one to acquire the skill of making an
investigation.
1/ Junior High School Social Studies. Minneapolis Public Schools,
op. cit., pp. 95-96, 97-98.
2/ Maris M. Proffltt, op. cit., p. 17
Ir
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THE CITIZEN IN THE WORLD OF TORK
I. Objectives as stated:
"A gDod citizen 'cannot live by bread alone', it is
true, but without some means of living there can be no
good citizens, tfore and more we are recognizing the
importance of the economic side of human interests and
activities. It is a mistake to think of pupils as edu-
cated if they have not been brought in contact with sorne
of the principles and practices of the modern business
world.
"In many courses of study there have been attempts
to treat separately the study of vocations and the
wide range of topics to which we sometimes refer as
Economics or Economic Civics. The results have not
been as valuable as was hoped. There seems to have
been a lack of contacts between the study of occupa-
tions and of the conditions under which those occupa-
tions must be carried on. It is the plan of this course
to leave the formal study of occupations in its proper
setting as a part of school's guidance program. ,Ye
shall consider occupations from the appreciat ional and
social viewpoints, iivery effort will be made to get the
young citizen to realize his opportunities and duties in
connection with the economic side of community and nation-
al life."
"How may anyone know where he can best fit into the
general scheme of things? To qualify one's self to do
something well and to fill one's place with satisfaction
to his associates, his comrriunity and hiniself, are^^er-
tainly veiy important items in one's education." —
1/ Course in Social Studies , Grade Nine, Bulletin 7L:\ (1932)
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
2j Ibid, p. 38.
3/ Ibid. , p. 52-53.
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II Attitudes to "be developed:
1, An appreciation of opportunities offered,
2, A determination to improve o\irselves and our
fellowmen.
3, An understanding of some of the facts about
human wants and how they are satisfied,
4, A knowledge of some of the terms used,
5, A laio^^ledge of how to use income and savings
wisely, 1/
III Length of course:
The course occupies sixteen weeks work. V.here there
is a guidance program the for:^;al st^jdy of occupations
would he studied there,
IV Textbooks used:
A list of thirty-one economics, civics hooks and
hooks on occupations is offered. 2/
V Supplementary Material:
Printed r.iaterial offered by business firms, railroads,
Chaiiibers of Co:amerce, 7orld Almanac, Publications of
the Bureau of Census, and other bioreaus in the Depart-
ment of Cournerce,
Comments,
In the Pennsylvania course "The Citizen in the World of
Work" the economic and civic problems are developed with considerable
detail. The material is unquestionably worth while and valushle
attitudes rriay resiilt from the stijdy of it. Three weeks cnl;;- are
left for the consideration of the material about occupations,
preparinip- for one's life v;ork, etc,
1/ Course of "tudy, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, op, cit., pp. 40, 58,
2/ Ibid,, p. 38.
9
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A footnote explains that in niany schools this section
about occupations vrill be covered by the guidance program.i/ 'That
P) happens if there isn't s ^^dance program isn't explained.
In sorae school systems the pupils taldng business training
would have covered mny of the topics of an economic and business
nature which are included. This would not be true of the entire
ninth grade, however.
It seenis in the opinion of the writer that one weakness
of the course is in the division of time allowance. The topic
"occupations" as outlined here warrants more than double t' e tine
given it. It deserves more than a superficial treatment if the
pupils are to develop the desired attitudes and skills.
To opportunity is given to make a thorough study of an
occupation and to offer a report on such a study to the group.
This project is important in an occupations course because it
gives the pupil a chance to do some research and to reach conclu-
sions for himself. He also starts a practice of self-questioning
that it is hoped he v/ill continue until the time he 2.'iakes his life
career decision. It reveals sources of material that v/ill be
helpful in i-:Beping him abreast of the changes talring place. This
omission is a gra.ve one.
1/ Co-urse of St'ody , op, cit. p. 55.

TK3 TOCAIICITAL PHASES OF SOCIAL LIFsi^
.1 Olsjectives e.s stated:
Purpose
A. To get "boys and girls to know and to appreciate
the character of vocational life in o"ar country,
B. To get youth to discover just how people live
and work and what one must do to choose wisely
and prepare for efficient service,
C. To help youth discover that every person's
life is "built upon a vocation and develops
largely according to his own beh'^vior,
D. To develop attitudes, ideals, and hshits, that
will "be helpful to each youth in the promotion
of individual and social welfare,
II Attitudes:
"To develop knowledge, sympathetic understanding
and proper conduct as relating to the life of the
people along the followir^ lines:
A, "yocationalS/
1, Why vocational lj.fe develops.
2, What vocations lisve developed.
3, Necessity of vocations.
4, Importance of vocational guidance,
preparation, and achievement.
1/ Coiirses of Study , Junior and Senior High Schools, Bulletin !To. 10
(1928) Social Studies, State of Missouri,
2/ Ibid. pp. 202-203,
3/ Ibid, pp, 10-11.
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B. Ideals.
^ # 7. Knowledge and appreciation of theever-increasing inter-dependence
of people and nations.
Ill
IV
Length of Course:
The length of this particular part of the course
is four weeks. The whole course for the third year
junior high school is called the "Practice of Ameri-
can Citizenship."
In addition to the topic "Vocational Phases of
Social Life," there are units of work which definite-
ly contribute to greater vocational understanding
and lirtiich would lengthen the time devoted to occu-
pations somewhat. These are labeled "Economic
Phases of Social Life."
Textbooks Used:
Ei^teen well known Civics and Vocational
Civics textbooks are on the list to choose from.
There is also a long list of reference books.
Supplementary Material:
Bulletins and library books are included on
the reference list.
The course seems inadequate when measured by the presented
The outline is short and the help offered the teacher is
i'he individual teacher might make up for this deficiency
that the time allotment is short. It is twenty percent of
Comment s
.
2/
what is generally allowed for occupations.
1/ Courses of Study, State of Ivlissouri, op. cit., pp. 170-171.
2/ Maris M. Proffitt, op. cit., p. 12.
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The first topic in the outline is "Purpose of education."
This is 30 general it is impossible to say what it covers. In the
practice exercises, however, the need for an education and the
1/
value in dollars and cents is brought out.
"Ex. 27. Prepare a list of twenty persons over twenty-
one years of age living nearest your house, including adults in
your faniily. rind out at what age each quit school, Jfind out
what each earns annually. Prepare a chart showing the relation
between school experiences and earning power. Find out if any
out of the twenty thinks he could earn more with less schooling."
There are parts of this exercise, in the opinion of the
writer, which are undesirable for the pupils to find out. The
exercise does illustrate an attexupt to show the need and value of
an education.
The opportunity to get social attitudes is lacking unless
one agrees with the idea advanced in the "Report of the Conmission
on the Social Studies," Part XIII that "since man's life is in-
evitably carried on in groups and since all culture is social, all
2/
studies are in a substantial sense social."
iThile personal and individual success is stressed, the
topics and suggested exercises do not refer to the importance of
social ideals. The exercises do not follow the topics. Some ques-
1/ Courses of Study
,
State of Missouri, op. cit., pp. 203-204:
Exercises 9, 10, 20, 31, 33, 36.
Zj Leon C. I.la.rshsll & Rachel 1.1. &oetz, Curriculum-Ha kin^; in the Social
Studies. A Social Process Approach , pp. 2-3.
--
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tions are of doubtful value. Others are too va^e and do not lead
anywhere. Attention spent on this would raste the limited time
•
allowed.
"Ex. 22, In case you should decide to live in the country
will you "be willing to spend as much money and effort to maintain a
modern home and good conditions as in the city? If so, you can
||
look forward to comfort and enjoyment in the "big out-of-doors.
Discuss this problem, " ^
"Ex. 30» Wiien you are ill, do you call a mechanic or
a trained doctor? When your car needs repairs do you call a lawj'^er
|
I
or a mechanic? Wise parents will call well-trained and experienced
men and women to teach their schools. Discuss this problem."
There is nothing in the outline or in the questions which
indicates knowledge of the rapid changes going on in the world of
work. Will the pupil get the idea of the many adjustments that
he must make once he enters a certain line of work? Chance to
advance is only possible when adjustments are made.
"Ex. 11. Study the jobs of boys and girls of your age
five years ago. What are these boys and girls doing now? Why are
th^ doing what they are doing?"
While the preceding exercise siaggests looking into the
future, it does not indicate that in five years more other problems
will be facing the worker.
•
1/ Course of Study, State of Missouri, op. cit, pp. 204-205.
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VOCATIONAL CIVICS
I Objectives as stated:
1. To emphasize the fact that the successful choice of
a life work is impossible to the unprepared. There-
fore the pupil should get all the ediication that he
can.
E. To show that real selection is impossible where the
range of occupation is a dark continent. Therefore
the pupil must have a knowledge of the facts concern-
ing a large number of occupations in order to success-
fully determine his life work.
3. To point out that none but efficient men and women
are vocationally secure so that it is highly import-
ant to find the occupation that fits the person. To
that end, the pupil must endeavor to size up his
capabilities and must interrogatively pry into the
demands of the vocation for which he seems fitted.
4. To encourage the pupils to make a survey, by means
of visits to characteristic industries and business
houses of the field of industry as to pay and oppor-
tunities for future advancement.
5. To encourage discussions in class of questions rel-
ative to occupations and their relation to economic
life and to society itself.
6. To require biographical reading's and reports from
the lives of different workers.
7. To have the pupils collect, classify and file clip-
pings and magazine articles.
!_/ "Vocational Civics" Course of Study (1933)
,
Lynn Public Schools
1i
1
1
I
i
i
i
j
i
i
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8. To collect historical material directly related
to the various occupations to be studied.
9. To have regular debates from time to time in-
volving such matters as - - - thrift, elimina-
tion of waste, saving of tin.e, energy, money
and iiaterials, also the interdependence of the
various activities of iiianlcind.
10. To help the pupil to realize that service to
humanity through a vocation is the means for
the achievement of a well-rounded life.
II Attitudes and abilities to be developed:
1. An appreciation of the need and value of an edu-
cation.
2. A knowledge of facts concerning a large number
of occupations.
3. An appreciation of the need of self-analysis as
one step toward choosing a vocation.
4. Practice in making a study of an occupation.
5. A recognition of the important relation between
occupations and the economic life and society
itself.
6. Ability to collect worthwhile current Uiaterial
on occupations.
7. A realization that a well-rounded life makes a
contribution to society in service.
Ill Length of course:
One half-year.
IV Textbooks
:
Gowin, .Vheatley and Brewer "Occupat ions "
Giles, "Vocational C iv ic s "
Hughes, "Building Citizenship "
Workbooks:
None
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Comments:
An examination of the course shows it to be very brief.
It consists of one page, which is the same as the table of contents
1/
found in the textbook "Occupations." A note at the close of the
outline refers the teacher to the text for detail. Attention is
directed to the bibliography which is in the same book. No other
help is gLveii.
The aims all point to the special significance of voca-
tional training. The first touches the importance of an education
to prepare for a life vfork. Aims two through nine are wholly
vocational. The last aim might be termed social. It has a personal
and selfish sound when it urges the pupil "to realize that service
to humanity through a vocation is the njeans for the achievement of
a well-rounded life." There is need for more specific educational
aims and certainly for more social aims.
In this course where the suggestions are so general, the
teacher can follow the text very closely or can vrark out a plan of
her own. If the Gowin and V/heatley text were followed, criticisms
made of books used at that time (1923) vould be true of work done.
Then, the emphasis was laid on acquiring vocational infonnation.
2/
The students studied the texts and handed back what they read.
Much attention was devoted to the work and not the worker. After
!_/ Enoch B. Gowin, .Yilliam A. 7/heatley, John M. Brewer, Occupations
,
pp. ix-x.
2. Cxinliffe, op. cit . p. 30.
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a study of iiany kinds of work under the ten main classifications,
the pupil would be very confused with the detail and any interest
that he had at the start would be killed. He vrould be weighed down
with inforiTiation which would be of no practical value to him and the
lessons dealing with advantages, disadvantages, preparation and other
requirements would become stereotyped and a bore.
On the other hand, a vague outline is a challenge to a
teacher. A progressive person can go ahead and develop a course
which will be of vital interest and worth to the pupil. As this
outline stands it is hardly a course of study.
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GHAPTER VI
SHORTAGES
The writer is certain that a course in occupations can
be drawn up that will be of even greater v/orth to the ninth grade
pupils than those now generally in use. The recent trends, ob-
served by various educators who are concerned with this problem,
show that greater interest and more importance is being laid upon
social attitudes and values to be gained. These have been too often
neglected or subordinated to the vocational values.
Before making recomniendations for the course the writer
has in mind, weaknesses in the present courses will be noted and
discussed briefly.
1. Too much attention is placed on detailed occupational
infb rmation .
The occupations course has been too much concerned with
detailed information, ./ithin occupational groups, vocations re-
semble one anothsr more than they differ, ./ide ranges of occupa-
tions demand similar combinations of ability. The qualities
necessary for success in one type of work might be equally help-
ful in another line of -/ork.
1/ Hex B. Gunliffe, op. cit., pp. 14-15.
!t
j
I
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To clutter up the mind of the pupil with much detailed
infomation about each of the different occupations is confusing.
Such material is inaccurately renembered or easily forgotten. It
can "be readily obtained when ranted and would maice an excellent
individual project if the pupil wished to know this information.
Time spent heretofore on this type of work can be mere
profitably spent on learning how and where to find such material
when needed. This method furnishes an excellent opportunity;- to
develop the badly needed habits and techniques of searching out
desired information. How to find the nia.terial rrill be remembered
after the information has been forgotten.
2. loo little attention is placed on the changing
character of vocational conditions
.
"To-day the outstanding characteristic of gainful employ-
ments of all kinds is their changing character, "i/ ihie to re-
search and invention, progress in scientific management and the
system of free competition, changes are constantly coming which
throw many out of r/ork and cause others to nave to adept themselves
to new conditions of work. Some of these changes are gradual but
many are rapid and come with startling suddenness.
The occupations course of the past ha.s paid little atten-
tion to this phase of economic life. Knowing that change is conr-
tinua.lly taking place and realizing that it is impossible to pre-
dict the character of this change, the teacher of occupations has
1/ Vocational Education and Changing Conditions , Vocatior-al "Sduca-
tion Bulletin l:o. 174, (1934) pp. 13-15.
i!
i
1
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a big responsibility to meet. The course must be flexible enough
to meet these changes. It must be kept up-to-date. In some way
the young person must be prepared to face changes and to make ad-
justments, imperturbably . He must be ready to adapt and re-adapt
himself to the demands of his work. He must be ready to meet the
demands for greater efficiency. It is here that a sane philosophy
toward work will be helpful. He must have developed attitudes and
concepts which will facilitate vocational adjustment.
3. Too little attention is given to the social adjust-
ments the worker faces in occupational life.
Every worker must adjust himself to the social conditions
of wrk. Seldom will he be working alone. In hiring workers, the
employer prefers the "adjustable man" who can co-operate with his
fellow workers, his superiors and his subordinates. To an increas-
ing extent, they inquire into the character, personality and habits
of the worker applying for the job. ,7ill he be a trouble-maker and
therefbre undesirable? ^^hat is his reputation as to honesty,
truthfulness, and the like? Is he after a temporary job or will
he stick?
The occupations course needs to recognize the complexity
of human relationships in work. Too little attention was given to
this serious problem in the early courses of study. This is
a serious shortage. The pupils must be ready to face the social
conditions which will threaten their security at wrk. They will
have no independence; they must conform with labor regulations;
--
1
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they will "be increasingly dependent upon the state for aid.
A clear concept of this situation and sensible attitudes
toward human relationships and right ethics toward occupations will
help the worker become better adjusted socially.
4. Too little concern is given to studying the local sit -
uation .
It is true that in an occupations course the career motive
is not considered. The pupils are far too young to do more than ex-
plore their present interests. The teachers are not prepared to
.give more than very general advice. The social objectives and edu-
cational objectives are believed to be as important as the vocation-
al objectives.
It is important, however, for the pupils to have some idea
of the regional opportunities about them. Unless drastic changes
come suddenly the industries hiring large numbers of workers will
continue to do so. They must know what education and preparation
is required to fill these positions. It is important for them to
know how many or how few use the specialized hi^h school training
which they receive.
This material is not available without considerable re-
search and, therefore, often omitted where textbooks are followed
meticulously. It can be the basis of a valuable group investiga-
tion. It is worthwile and should be included. In grade nine only
general implications are drawn. These are offered to open the eyes
of the young people to the opportunities at hand.
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5. Not enough attention is given to general problems of
the industrial world.
Many of the following topics would be included in a course
in elementary economics or social problems if such a course v/ere
available for ninth grade pupils. They might be studied in the
1/
civics course. The writer agrees with Mr. John M. Brewer and the
2/
recommendations of the .<Tiite House Conference that certain problems
must be understood before the pupils have an intelligent idea of in-
dustrial and economic life. The logical thing is to include them
in the occupations course where the desirable concepts and attitudes
can be attained.
Certainly the course needs to include something about
business cycles, unemployment, labor and employer organizations, the
development and present status of the labor movement, relations be-
tween worker and employer, methods of wage payment, government regu-
lation, taxation and the like. These are large problems but an
understanding of them would aid pupils to meet the problems they are
bound to meet when they enter occupational life.
\J Frederick J. Allen, Principles and Problems in Vocational Guid-
ance
,
Chapter V by John a:. Brewer, pp. 39-40.
Zj Vocational Guidance
,
Report of the subcoaanlttee on Vocational
Guidance, op. cit., p. 151; pp. 150-161.
- t
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CHAPTSH VII
RECO^iliS^^DATIO^TS
The material fon-nd in occupational "studies" and in various
textbooks on occupations is bound to be of a similar nature. Per-
sons investigating conditions in farming, avietion or advertising
would of necessity bring out certain fundamental facts. It vrould
be proper to question the validity of the material if authorities
did net agree basically.
In the following course much of the subject natter to be
used Tvill not be new. It rill incorporate the topics and problems
which educators and writers, who are concerned with this study,
agree are essential. In addition material whTch is usually found in
courses in "economic citizensViip" or "ele!;:entary economics" v/ill be
included. The nature of these topics will be a brief study of
capital, labor, wages, the employer and employee, the development
of the present statiis of the labor r..ove».'.ent
,
etc.
It is hoped tliat Imowledge about this material will form
a "cultural base" concerning these perplexing occupational problems.
This in turn will cast new light on the problems of the worker
and his place in society. An understanding of these fscts will be
extremely valuable as the ninth grade j,upil observes people at work.
--
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He should have a keener and more intelligent interest and therefore
see uove accurately.
The inaterial will be organized and presented in a manner
to attempt to overcome the weaknesses mentioned before. The recom-
mendations are made in a practical way so they can be woven into
the course and give it the zest which will accomplish the desired
outcomes - the understandings and appreciations sought after, and
knowledge, skills and techniques desired.
The recommendations follow:
1, Let the aims and objectives be kept so con-
stantly in mind that they will not be buried
somewhere under the content.
2. Relate the desired outcomes so consciously
to each lesson that growth in these appre-
ciations can be noted.
3. Select the different general occupations
which are to be studied, keeping three things
in mind (a) the interests of the particular
class, (b) the local situation, (c) the sit-
uation the country over.
4. Develop skills in research by constant use
of the library and other sources of reliable
information. This method will train the
pupil so he can make investigations unaided.
5. Through the study of biography, point out to
the pupils how desirable or undesirable voca-
tional and sDcial adjustments were made and
the significance of these to the individual.
6. Include some opportunities to investigate the
local situation.
7. Stress general and pertinent problems of an
occupational nature to lay a foundation for
better occupational understandings.
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8. Make a social study of the occupations course all
the T/hile developing desirable social attitudes.
II
PART T V; 0
I*
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CHAPTER VIII
EXPLANATION OF UNITS
Most ninth grade pupils are looking ahead to high school.
The others are already beginning to think of jobs. To best serve
the needs of both these groups, the following course called "Occu-
pations" is arranged to be studied during the first half-year of
grade nine.
The course is icade up of five major units of unequal
length. Units I and V are concerned with adjustments to life.
Unit II is basically educational in nature: Unit III is vocation-
al; and Unit IV is social. Through all three the educational,
vocational and social objectives are merged, however.
The plan of time allotment is not an arbitrary one. It
may be changed to better suit the needs of the particular group,
i'or instance, the teacher might desire to shorten the time spent
on Unit III to devote greater study to Unit IV.
Suggested time allotment
Ifoits Name of Unit
I
II
This changing world
Education and your work
Weeks
1
3
A. Looking at yourself
B. Education and itx: relatior, to work
C. Planning your education

Units Name of Unit Veeks
III Important kinds of work 6
A. \'fho ought to work
B. How to make a study of an
occupation
C. Report on the selected
occupation
D. Survey of the main classes
of work
rv Troublesome economic problems 6
A. Relations of employer and
employee
B. Government services and
regulation
.
C. Business cycle
V Successful living 3
A. Successful lives
B. Looking ahead to success
Unit I, which introduces the course, is labeled "This
changing WDrld." The underlying idea throughout this unit is to
show the evolution of work, period after period through the centuries
7/hile this unit is of historical interest, its importance here is
to relate the occupational changes of the past to the present day.
Man has weathered great upheavals in industry by adjustment and he
must be ready to 0iake more adjustments in the uncertain future.
Here is an opportunity to make the pupil aware that change is a
problem that JAist be faced.
In Unit II, "Education and your work" there is an oppor-
tunity for the pupils to make a study of theniselves in relation to
school. Ninth grade pupils will discuss personality and character
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traits much more freely if the case study method is used. The pupils
should, in the end, rate themselves, 'i'hey can decide whether they
belong in the upper quarter, the average fifty percent or the lower
1/
quarter of the group. Self-rating should serve to arouse in the
individual an interest in his own capabilities and shortcomings.
In some cases two pupils may rate each other and compare results
with their own estimates. Profitable criticism may be given and re-
ceived in this way.
The next step is to relate education to occupations. Pupils
need to know how certain subjects definitely prepare workers for
their vocations. They need to appreciate that education is necessary
preparation for aost desirable forms of work.
The third part of Unit II, "Planning your education"
carries the study back to the individual. He follows through edu-
cational prograiTis to see where they would lead him. He seriously
considers his own plans for the immediate future because at some
time d\iring grade nine he must elect his high school course. By
calling this fact to his attention early in the year a ^iser choice
should result.
TMit III is called "Important kinds of work." V/hen an
occupations course was concerned with learning facts as facts, this
comprised by far the rrjajor part of the course. Each occupation
was studied at great length and pupils were expected to memorize
1/ Ralph P. Gallagher, Courses and Careers, pp. 67-68.
•
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auch of the information. In the present plan less than one third
of the time is devoted to this block of work. The object is to
develop attit-udes and skills which will be usefiil to the pupils
when vocational choices present themselves.
The teacher leads the pupils to reliable sources of in-
formation, shows them how to use the material and furnishes a guide
to follow. They gather the material and assemble it in individual
suad in group reports. The experience of going to reliable sources
and searching out true facts will be extremely valuable to them.
If enough work of this kind is done, lasting habits will
be formed. The pupils will be able to sift out essential facts
from non-essentials.
In the opinion of the writer much can be done to vary the
work and increase its worth to the pupil. The local situation can
be studied to advantage. The plan of approach should be carefully
thought out so that the pupils get a true picture of what the com-
munity has to offer vocationally. Wiile the Chamber of Commerce
and individuals will co-operate willingly, there are dangers to
guard against. Too often visits to places of vocational interest
and lectures by business men are beyond the comprehension of the
pupils, personal interviews are usually more satisfactory in this
respect. The teacher should be sure ninth grade pupils will get
enough out of these experiences to warrant taking the attention of
busy working people. Time means money to them.
An occasional field trip can be very instructive for the
pupils. It is desirable that small and carefiilly selected groups
f
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be taken. By preparing the pupils in advance, much more will be
understood. In planning for reports it may be worth while to assign
special topics to individual pupils before the visit. Then each per-
son will have something definite to look for as he is getting the
whole picture. I'hese visits should be looked upon as the highest
of rewards.
In class the reports on investigations and visits will be
made. If possible these visits should represent a wide variety of
occupations. Uuch benefit may be gained by having the pupils isork
in groups. Go-operation, individual responsibility, courtesy and
tolerance may be learned in this way.
In the preparation of "career books" the pupil has an op-
portunity to exercise his originality. Above all, the material
should represent his findings told in nis own v/ay. Here is a chance
to strike home a lesson in honesty. Plagiarism is a common offense.
The purpose of the survey is to give a brief, yet rather
complete, view of the comroon occupations. The material should be
presented impartially, 'x'he teacher does not want to influence the
children for or against any occupation. The advantages and disadvan-
tages may be discussed freely cut an occupation which would seem
undesirable to one pupil might have a definite appeal to another.
The service value to the oornmunity should be constantly indicated.
Unit IV, "Troublesome economic problems" merits consider-
able attention. I'here are many vexing questions which should be
understood to interpret occupational life today, i.lr. John M. Brewer
Boston university
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believes that the salient facts and principles of economics and
sociology rtiust be taught before the workers of the future will under-
stand their environment and their relationships with each other and
1/
with their employers.
llae subcommittee on VocationeuL Guidance voiced a similar
opinion in their report. They recommended that classes in occupa-
tions should aim to 'equip the pupils with vocational enlightenment
usable for solving the larger economic and social problems connected
2/
with occupational life.
In general the textbooks deal very inadequately with the
topics. Only the newer ones include the material at all. Here is
a problem in research. The difficulty will be to get material
written in a manner which will be understood by ninth grade pupils.
The last unit , "Successful Living" is included to bring
out the character requirements and the ethics connected with success.
It is highly desirable that it be taught thrDUgh fiction and biography
rather than by direct treatment. If it resembles preaching, the pupils
will not pay attention to it.
Splendid bibliographies are available for just this use.
In the "Bibliography of Aiierican Biography Selected and iinnotated
!_/ Frederick J. Allen, op. cit., Chapter V, by John M. Brewer,
pp. 39-40.
2/ Vocational Guidance Report of the Subcommittee on Vocational
Guidance, loc. cit., p. 151.
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j
1/
for Secondary Schools" there is a separate section devoted to "The
United States Today." The list includes some collective biographies
and fourteen individual biographies. Harry Dexter Kitson has prepared
a valuable list for vocational use. It contains sixty-three books
published since 1930. A fine annotated bibliography has been com-
piled called "Vocations in Fiction." It is arranged by occupa-
tions and contains many references suitable for ninth graders.
Readings from this list will be extremely helpful in pointing out
desirable social attitudes.
The topic "Looking ahead to success" completes the course.
Some very practical suggestions on securing work and getting ahead
are given. The pupils are ultimately left with a concept of the
individual and social satisfactions to be gained from being happy
at work.
1/ Florence H. .Vilson and Howard E. "Vilson, Bibliography of Airierican
Biography Selected and Annotated for Secondary Schools, pp. 63-64.
2/ Harry D. Kitson, "Contemporary Bibliography for use in Vocational
Guidance," Teachers College Record, Vol. 35. (October 1933)
pp. 25-32.
3/ Mary R, Lingenfalter and ..arie A. Hanson. Vocations in Fiction,
an Annotated Bibliography.
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Cliapter IX
"OCCUPATIONS" - A COUESE FOfi GRAPE KIHE
Aims and Outcomes for course.
A careful examination was made of various courses of study
in occupations. Recent books and magazine articles on the subject
were searched. As a result, the TO'iter selected and coii5)iled the
following aims for the course of study which follows.
The outcomes which are submitted, the writer believes,
should result if the material is properly handled and the aims kept
constantly in mind.
f
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SOCIAL Aim
be socially efficient:
1. To show the pupil that all classes of workers depend on
other groups.
2. To call attention to the dignity and importance of all
lines of work whether of head or hand.
3. To develop a sympathetic interest in all persons whose
work contributes directly or indirectly in the support,
improvement and maintenance of our common social life.
4. To develop an appreciation of the social responsibility
of the worker.
5. To develop an appreciation and a respect for the value
of time and property of others.
6. To develop in the student an honorable code of ethics
toward his fellow workers and society.
7. To reveal opportunities for and the necessity of good
citizenship in vocational life.
8. To reveal that to a large extent morality and civic
efficiency rest on economic foundations and that the
virtues of thrift, honest effort, co-operation and
the like are best studied in connection with the pro-
ductive work.
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OUTCOI\ffiS
1. A recognition of the benefits made possible because of
other workers, (social and civic gratitude.)
2. An appreciation of the dignity of all kinds of work.
3. An intelligent interest in many kinds of work.
4. A concept of what social justice means. An appreciation
of the right attitude of an employee toward his employer,
of a worker toward his superior, of a worker toward a
fellow-worker. An attitude of open-mindedness on indus-
trial problems and co-operation.
5. A recognition of other people's rights and a willing-
ness to respect their rights and their property.
6. Ideals and aspirations to live up to an honorable code
of behavior - a spirit of good-will, loyalty, tolerance,
and truthfulness.
7. An appreciation of the desirability of economic well-
being; a spirit of personal responsibility.
8. An appreciation of the value of thrift and honest effort
in achieving success.

VOCATIONAL AIMS
To be awake to the broad field of occupations:
1. To develop knowledge and appreciation of vocational life
as essential in our democratic society.
2. To lead the student to consider the importance of having
some vocation and occupying a useful place in the world.
3. To show the pupils the value of thoroughly investigating
a vocation before even tentatively deciding upon it, and
to train them in making such investigations.
4. To develop a method whereby pupils may gather informa-
tion about occupations.
5. To put the pupil in touch with sources of accurate in-
formation to keep up to date.
6. To develop in the student a well-rounded practical voca-
tional vocabulary.
II
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QUTCOMES
1. A knowledge of general facts about occupations.
2. An attitude of thoughtfulness toward selecting a life
work.
3. Knowledge of how to investigate an occupation.
4. Knowledge of where to look for reliable information and
how to sift out the important factors.
5. Knowledge of sources of latest information on occupations.
6. A practical vocational vocabulary.
7. To have a mastery of vocational tools:
a. Ability to fill out application blanks.
b. Ability to write a letter of application.
c. Ability to follow concise directions.
Ii
I
I
I
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EDDCATIONAL .AIMS
To appreciate the value of education;
1. To acquaint the pupil with the purpose and value of
school and help him acquire correct habits of study.
2. To furnish a complete survey of educational opportuni-
ties afforded by the school.
3. To stimulate and encourage interest in further educa-
tion.
4. To give the student information about the various
colleges and universities in which he may continue
his education.
5. To develop judgment on the part of the student.
6. To arouse curiosity concerning his own abilities.
7. To study the relation between vocational requirements
and the education and training needed to nrieet these
requirements, and thus to help pupils to make their
educational plans in line with their vocational ob-
jectives.
8. To teach the child how to evaluate himself and his op-
portunities in order to make the most of them, and to
teach that service and contentment are as real to his
success as remuneration and advancement.
9. To teach that success is dependent upon character, upon
suitable education and preparation for life work, upon
adjustments of his own abilities as to requirements of
the field he is to enter and upon right choice.
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OOTCOMES
L. To study with a minimum waste of effort.
2. To know what the school has to offer.
3. To appreciate the worth of an education.
4. To understand college requirements.
5. To be able to gather and evaluate facts; to have rea-
soning power.
6. To know his own capacities and limitations.
7. To be able to ascertain entrance requirements for various
occupations.
8. To have as ideals service and contentment rather than per-
sonal success or gain.
9. To be prepared to make adjustments.

OCCUPATIONS
Topical Analysis
THIS CHANGING WORLD
A. How primitive man lived
B. The stages of upward progress
C. Occupational changes in the present stage of
development
1. Changes affecting the work
a. Ivlethods
h. Materials
c. Worker
D. Looking ahead
1. Inevitableness of change
2. Uncertainty of nature of future problems
a. Occupational
b. Economic
c. Social
ProbleTiS and Exercises
1. Be able to show clearly how each new age brought
an improvement over earlier ages.
2. Prove from what men are still doing today that the
earlier ages of economic life have not entirely
disappeared.
3. Ask your parents to tell you some ways in which
times have changed since they were children. Do
you think it would be sensible to say these changes
have made a change in the pattern of social life?
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4. Study your father's (or uncle's) occupation and
find out:
a. Whether or not it existed a hundred
years ago.
b. How it has changed since his father's
or grandfather's day.
c. How it has changed within the last
ten years.
5. Interview a person much older than you are, and
see if you can find out sonie interesting facts
on the beginning of one modern invention, such
as radio, motion pictures, airplanes or auto-
mobiles.
6. Interview several persons to find out whether or
not they have had to change from one occupation
to another and why.
7. How and why do occupations change? Are these
changes always g^od?
8. Make a list of at least ten changes which you
think likely to take place in vocational life
within the next twenty years. How will these
changes affect workers?
9. V<hat are some of the problems that need to be
solved? How does this phase challenge the
worker
J
Pupils' References
1. Brewer, pp. 3 - 20.
2. Edmonson Sc Dondineau, pp. 1 - 10.
3. Giles, pp. 11 - 20.
4. Hill, "The Life and ./ork of the Citizen"
pp. 297 - 320.
5. Hughes, pp. 381-396.
6. Lyon, pp. 57-105.
7. Soper, pp. 19 - 36.
8. ./heatley and LCallory, pp. 262 - 267.
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Topical Analysis
II EDUCATION AND YOI}R 770RK
A. Looking at yourself
1. A measuring stick
a. Health
(1) Physical
(2) Mental
b. Character
(1) Courage
(2) Loyalty
(3) Perseverance
(4) Honesty
c. Intellect
(1) Abilities (In school)
(a) English
(b) MatheiTiatics
(c) Mechanical lines
(d) Artistic lines
d. Personality traits
(1) Adaptability
(2) Breadth of interest
(3) Carefulness
(4) Co-operation
(5) Dependability
(6) Enthusiasm
(7) Good judgment
(8) Industry
(9) Leadership
(10) Neatness
(11) Openmindedness
(12) Originality
(13) Refinement
(14) Self-control
1I
I
i
r
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2. Interests outside of school
a. Personal
b. Vocational or would lead to vocational
interests
c. Social
3. How you measure up
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Problems and iixercisas
1. Make a scwre card for self-rating. See Galla-
gher, pp. 67 - 68. For more inature pupils
use suggestions in Rosengarten, op. cit.,
"Questionnaire for self-analysis," pp. 31 - 33.
2. Let another nember of the class rate you and
compare results.
3. How can the school help you to learn your own
good points?
4. How will student activities help you to discover
interests? ;Vhy should you have avocational
interests?
5. What are some of the personal traits you should
try to cultivate?
6. Give instances in school or out of school when
your health, character, personality or intellect
were considered before you were selected for an
activity.
7. »fhy should you develop adaptability and versa-
tility?
8. Is ambition necessary to success?
9. In getting ready for making a living why is it
important for you to decide what kind of person
you are?
10, Should you expect to get all your satisfaction
and happiness in life from your urork?
11. .That are some of the more important motives
that may guide you in deciding what kind of
living you want?
12. Discuss types of student activities found in
your school as to their real values for tryout
and for developing right attitudes.
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ls. Keep your score card to use again next semester
to note improveriient
.
Pupils* References
1. Bate and iilson, pp. 23 - 38.
E. Brewer, pp. 127 - 146.
3. Davis and Davis, pp. 343 - 350.
4. iCdiODnson and Dondineau, pp. 217 - 226.
5. Gallagher, pp. 66-69.
6. Hu^es, pp. 644 - 649.
7. Lyon, pp. 563 - 574.
8. Hosengarten, pp. 21 - 33.

Topical Analysis
B. "Education and its relation to work
1. General purpose of edtication
a. In earning a living (money value as
well as satisfstction)
b. In enjoying life
c. In associating with others
d. In practicing good citizenship
2. Specific purposes of various subjects
3. Possible occupations for those interested
in specific school subjects
4. School subjects helpful in specific occupa-
tions
5. Occupations requiring:
a. Not more than junior high school
education
b. High school education only
c. Special vocational training
5, Survey of local school opportunities
a. High school courses
b. TJhere these courses lead
(l) College requirements
7. Other agencies
a. Trade schools
b. Apprentice schools
f•
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7. Other agencies (continued)
c. Ni^t schools
d. Correspondence courses
e. Extent ion courses
8. Value to v/orker
a. Financial value
b. Social and civic values

Problems and i^xerciaes
1. .'/hat was the total cost of public education in
your city last year? .Vhat is the tuition
charged for outside pupils?
2. '.'rtiat is the estinated increase in earning
capacity of a college graduate over a high
school graduate, etc. ? ./hat advantages are
there beside the financial advantages?
3. Ifhat are the returns a boy or girl can make to
the community for his education?
4. Make a list of the occupations that can be
learned in the public schools of your community.
5. Why do the boys and girls, whom you know, leave
school? How many of these reasons are valid?
//hat difference does it make in limiting their
future choice of an occupation?
6. Talk with someone who teis served an apprentice-
ship and report what you found out about his
training.
7. Gould you learn your father's kind of v/ork by
watching him day after day without any special
kind of training? Name occupations which can
be learned this way.
8. Of two occupations in which you are particularly
interested, explain what high school or addition-
al training would be necessary to enter them.
9. Interview some actual TOrkers to see what educa-
tion they obtained, ./hat school subjects do they
use regularly? How have educational requirements
changed for that particular work since they en-
tered it?
10. Rate yourself in any of the following subjects
which you have studied (using H, G, P, and U.
)
Give your explanation for the differences in
in attainment in subjects. How much of this
difference had to do with your attitude toward
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the subject? How do you explain a variation in
the same subject:
Oral English
.vritten LngLish
Peninans hip
Gratrimar
Spelling
Literature
General Science
Social Science Drawing
Civics lJusic
Occupations Latin
Business Arithrr^tic Foods
Business Training Clothing
Algebra Shop
i^echanical Drawing
11. v7hy are attitudes toward school or work important?
Pupils* References
1. Bate and Vilson, pp. 4 - 10; 129 - 135.
2. Brewer, pp. 55 - 75.
3. Gallagher, pp. 70 - 84.
4. Hughes, pp. 647 - 654.
5. Soper, pp. 39 - 52.
6. Vocational Paniphlet of Cincinnati Public
Schools ,/l (second revised edition 1934).
pp. 38 - 66.
7. ./heatley and Ivlallory, pp. 257 - 261,
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Topical Analysis
•
C. Planning your education
1. Importance of education today
2. Wnat you think you might want to do
a. Consider:
(1) Likes and dislikes
(2) Aptitudes and disabilities
(3) Limitations
(4) Chance to get education
desired
3. Future plans
a. For next year
b. Where that plan leads
4. Getting advice
a. ^om to go to for advice
b. Whom not to go to for advice
c. How to ask for advice
•
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Problems and Exercises
1. What plans for the futtire should you lay out
rather definitely?
2. \Yhat vocational information do you think you
will need?
3. If you were compelled at the end of this school
year to stop school and go to work show how you
would continue your schooling and your education.
4. Mention an occupation that sounds attractive to
you. Where does that occupation lead if you
constantly study and get promoted? What work
could you do that is connected with this line
of work, if you fo-und you could not get the
necessary education? (Vocational ladder idea)
5. Why should question four be considered in
choosing your occupation?
6. Lay out a detailed plan for your educational
career as far as you are able with the informa-
tion you have now. How would it affect your
plans if you knew you could not go through
college? Through high school?
7. Examine various catalogues of colleges and
other schools. What would you have to do to
meet the requirements?
8. Mention twenty ways in which a boy might earn
money while in school. Would any of these
conflict with the child labor law?
9. Give ten ways in which a girl might help to
earn her education.
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Pupils' References
1. Davis and Davis, pp. 19 - 36.
£. Giles, pp. 339 - 345.
3. Lyon, pp. 575 - 594.
4. Rosengarten, pp. 52 - 69. (advanced work)
5. Soper, pp. 52 - 61.
6. V/heatley and I.iallory, pp. 298 - 304.
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1
Topical Analysis
III IMPORTMT KINDS OF TORK
A. llho ought to work
1. Nioidaer gainfully employed
2. Number dependent
3. Number unemployed
1. Who has any right not to work?
2. Who works for you?
3. Are you under obligations to any persons whom
you could best repay by earning a respectable
living?
4. Are you doing anything now to help out the
family income?
5. How is society benefited if occupations are
wisely chosen?
6. Is it ever ri^t for a well-to-do person to
keep a paying position which someone poorer
than he would like to have?
Problems and Exercises
Pupils* References
r 1. Hughes, pp. 642 - 643.
2. The Vorld Almanac (1937) p. 331.
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Topical Analysis
B. How to make a study of an occupation
1. How to acquire knowledge
a. Observation
b. Reading
c. Interviews
d. Actual experience
2. iVeigh facts from various standpoints
a. Individual and personal
b. Social and civic
c. Educational and physical
C. Report on selected occupations
1. Those chosen becaijse of class interest
2. Those chosen because of local situation
3. Those chosen because of importance in
United States
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Probleias and Exercises
1. Using the following outline thoroughly investi-
gate an occupation which interests you.
1/
Outline to Use for Pupils' Report Concerning One Occupation.
1. Duties
V/hat does the worker do?
2. Training or preparation
How and where does one secure training or
preparation to enter this occupation?
3. Promotion
r/hat would be the opportunity for promotion?
What would be the steps of promotion?
4. Related Occupations
Are there related occupations to which this
occupation may lead, either with or without
more training?
5. Earnings
What are the earnings?
a. Beginning wage
b. Wage earned by most of the workers
c. Hi^est wage
6. Regularity
How regular would the work be throughout the
year?
7. Hours
VThat are the hours?
a. Daily
b. Weekly
c. Is there a vacation with pay?
8. Organizations
Is there an association to which employees
may belong?
Is there an association to which employers
may belong?
1/ Study of Occupations , Cincinnati Public Schools, Number One (1934)
pp. 13 - 14.

9, Health and safety
./hat might be the danger to the worker's
health?
''/hat accidents might occur?
How may these phases be guarded against?
10. Need for workers
Are new workers needed in this occupation?
Will they be needed in the future?
11. 'Qualifications
What kind of a person should one be to succeed
in this occupation?
(Age, sex, physical and character qualities.)
12. Service to commxmity
How do the workers in this occupation serve
their community?
13. Advantages and disadvantages
What are the advantages and disadvantages of
this kind of work - (summary of the foregoing
points in the light of advantages and disad-
vantages) .
%** :((* :|c ^ 4: !(i He* =f % 4c
- For older pupils and longer and more detailed reports
the following points may be added to the above outline
1. Number of vrorkers in the occupation
In your community?
In the United States?
Number of men?
Number of women?
2. Training
Minimum necessary?
Maximum desirable?
3. Length of time before skilled
4. Entrance into occupation
Special employment agencies, special methods
and rulings.
5. Type places of employment
V/hat kinds of business establishments employ
workers in this occupation?
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{FoT example a cabinet maker may be employed
by a clock factory, a furniture factory, a
radio manufacturer, and automobile body
factory, etc.)
A more detailed outline may be found in Brewer,
pp. 16E - 165.
2. Consult the following outline in visiting an in-
dustrial plant.
Outline to Use in Preparation for and Discussion of a Visit
1/
to an Industrial Establishment.
1. Facts concerning the industry
a. Name of establishment
b. Kind of business
c. Of what industry is this business a part?
d. How has this industry developed?
e. That is its probable future?
f. .'/hat products do the workers make?
2. Number of workers
a. How niany workers are employed?
(1) Ivbre men than women?
(2) Many boys and girls under 18?
3. Nature of the work and qualities desirable for
the WDrker.
a. ./hat tasks do the various groups of workers
perform?
b. iihich kind of work did you think was most
interesting? ,/hy?
c. Did you think that some of the work was un-
interesting? ./hy?
d. Is the work heavy or light?
e. rvhat are the postures of the workers?
f. Must the work be performed with great speed?
With exceptional accuracy?
g. Is there much noise?
h. Is there much nervous strain?
i. Is the work monotonous and routine or does
it require judgment, initiative and planning?
j. LTust the worker have physical health and vigor?
k. I'/Iust he have good eyesight and hearing?
l/^Study of Occupations" , Cincinnati Public Schools, op. cit
. ,
pp. 15-16.
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4. Regularity of Smployment
a. -d.re v/orkers employed regularly throughout
the year? Is there a busy season? A dull
season? ./hy?
b. Is there other ?»rk related to this work
which the worker may do if laid off?
5. Hours
a. How many hours do the employees work each
day?
b. Is there a Saturday half-holiday?
c. A plan for vacation?
6. 2amings
a. ./hat is the beginning wage?
Ta, »/hat do most of the workers earn?
0. V/hat wage do skilled vsorkers earn?
7. Training and opportunity to advance-
a. iVill education help the workers?
b. iVill vocational training help them?
c. How are they trained?
d. Is there opportunity for this training
in our schools or in our city?
e. How long before they may become skilled?
f. .(Tiat are the chances for promotion to more
skilled work?
g. 7/hat further study or training would help
the vrorkers to advance?
8. Conditions of work
a. Is the light sufficient?
b. Is the air hot - cold - damp?
c. Does it contain dust or fumes?
d. Vhat is the method of ventilating?
e. Is the workroom clean?
f. How may workers keep themselves clean?
g. Are there wash-rooms? Locker-rooms?
h. Are there sanitary drinking arrangarient s?
1. What are the hazards of the work?
j. Is there danger from materials used?
k. Danger from tools and machines?
1. How are these implements guarded?
m. How may workers guard therasalves? (wash-
rooms, protective clothing, etc.)
n. Are there any special features?
(1) Employment department to choose
the right worker for the right job?
(2) Medical department?

8. Conditions of work (continued)
n. Are there any special features?
(3) Rest or recreation room?
(4) Employees' organization?
9. Relation to the community
a. How do the workers serve society?
"b. Does their work help them to be better men
and better citizens?
10. Advantages and disadvantages of the vrork.
To be based on previous discussion.
3, Use the following outline to prepare a "Career
Book" to be passed in at the close of the semes-
ter. (In some cases it may be practical for the
pupils to work in groups.)
1/
Instructions for -Writing the "Career Book"
(NOTE: - The subheads under each chapter are the paragraph topics)
Frontispiece
Title page
Dedication
Preface:
\7hy I wrote this "Career Book."
How I investigated this occupation.
'.Vhat points I investigated.
To whom I am indebted for help with this book.
Table of Contents
Chapter I. The Introduction:
Occupations which appealed to me as a child.
Occupations #iich appeal to me now.
Why I chose this occupation to investigate.
1/ Maris I.I. Proffit^,op. cit., pp. 19-21. (This outline is used
in .Vaukesha Public Schools, Waukesha, vVisconsin.
)
#
Chapter II. A Brief History of - - - -
Conditions airong ancient people
Conditions during the IvJiddle Ages
Conditions in America a century ago
Conditions today.
Chapter III. Opportunities in the Field of -
(Describe each branch of the work in a separate
paragraph telling definitely what the duties
in each case are.
)
Chapter IV. Duties of a Typical Day:
(This chapter sliould be based almost entirely
upon interviews with worksrs who are actually
employed in this field of work. Be careful
to include such duties perlbrmed during the
month that are not part of the daily routine.)
Chapter V. The Preparation and Training Necessary:
The kind of training and the amount required.
The course in high school and the studies
pursued.
Advanced training (if required).
Points to consider in the choice of school.
Length of training.
Cost of training.
Entrance requirements.
Subjects studied.
The training one can receive in our own
community.
The importance of choosing training courses
wisely.
Chapter VI. The Economic Conditions:
Opportunities for employment. •
Give statistics for the United States, 1910*
Give statistics for the United States, 1920-30.
Has demand for workers increased or decreased
in this line of work?
Steadiness of the Work.
Hours.
Hours in the vrarking day:
Time off for luncheon.
Evening or night work.
Sunday vrork.
Saturday afternoon off.
ii
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Chapter VI. (continued)
Vacation:
How Hiuch vacation
What time of year
With or Trithout pay
Remuneration:
(a) Financial return
Salary of beginners
Average salary
Maximum salary
(b) Satisfaction in the work itself
Personal interest in the work
Service to others
Conditions of work:
Healthfulness of the work
Benefits provided for workers
Advantages and disadvantages:
Chances for promotion
ExaiTiples of advancement nade
How to improve in a job
(Discuss each advantage or disadvantage
and show clearly that it is a gDOd or
bad point about this work before pro-
ceeding to the next.)
The questions below are some points to
be considered. You can think of many
more.
Can one always find work in this
field?
Associates
Opportunity for service
Chapter VII. Noted Men and //omen in the Field of -
Write a brief biography of the life of each
individual.
Chapter VIII. Qualities a Should Possess:
Physical qualities
Personal qualities
Mental qualities, or those which make one an
efficient worker
Moral qualities or qualities of character
which are the foundation of permanent success
Remember to discuss each quality separately and
show why one must possess that trait in order
to succeed and that the lack of it mi^t mean
failure. V/eave in as many incidents as you can
to prove your points.
i
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Chapter IX. Self-analysis:
Qualities Twhich I possess
Qualities which I nust cultivate
Consult the various rriembers of your
fariily, your chums, and your teachers
about the qualities you have or lack
that are necessary for success in
this field.
Be sure to outline for your family what
qualities a ----- - ought to have.
Ask persons whom you consult the reason
for their opinion in each case.
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Topical Analysis
D. Survey of the classes of work
1. Classification
a, Acoording to census
(1) Agriculture
(2) Forestry and fishing
(3) Extraction of minerals
(4) Manufacturing and mechanical
industries
(5) Transportation and communica-
tion
(6) Trade
(7) Public Service
(8) Professional service
(9) Domestic and personal service
(10) Clerical occupations
t, Acoording to training
(Ij Professional group
(2) Skilled
(3) Semi-skilled
(4) Unskilled
2. Denand for workers
a. Number employed (1930)
b. Occupations tirtiere increasing or
decreasing of employment is shown
c. Opportunities for women
(1) Single
(2) Married
d. Age restrictions
ii
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Probleois and Exercises
1. Report to the class the opportunities for securing
infounation abDut occupations at the library.
2. List all occupations which, so far as you know,
are carried on in your neighborhood or community,
arranging them under the ten classifications.
3» Make a list of the occupational opportunities for
women in your community. '-That percentage of the
women in your state are gainfully employed?
4. How does each worker in the world affect all
people?
5. Which occupations suffer most in times of economic
depression? Explain why.
6. Give four or five good reasons why every American
youth should become well acquainted with the voca-
tional world.
7. Make charts showing:
a. Proportion of the population, male
and female, working and not working.
b. Proportion of workers in the chief
occupation groups.
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Toplcal Analysis
IV TROUBLSSOIvIE ECONOMC PROBLEaVB
A.Relations of employer to employee
1. Causes of conflict, past and present
a. Industrial revolution
13, Division of labor
c. Increase of capital
d. wide gap between employer and employee
2. Organizations of owners
a. Single proprietorship
b. Partnership
c. Corporations
d. Trusts
e. Co-operatives
3. Organizations of workers
a. Graft unions
b. Industrial unions
4. ¥/ays of fighting
a. The strike
b. Picketing and boycott
c. "Violence
d. Public and political pressure
5. Methods of settling controversies
a. Mediation
b. Arbitration
c. Compulsory investigation
B. Government services and regulations
1. Are the services adequate?
a. For business men
b. For investors
c. For wage-earners
d. For fariMrs
e. For the unemployed
I
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2. Suggested changes
G. Business cycle
1. Prosperity
2. Depression
3. Effects on standards of living
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Problems and Exercises
I. V/hat have teen some of the most important in-
ventions of the indiastrial revolution?
2. That is meant by division of labor? Prove
that it is increasing.
3. Mention one fact that increased the desire
of business men for large combinations of
capital.
4. List the advantages and disadvantages of
large-scale production.
5. Tell how people came to be divided into two
groups - laborers and capitalists. How does
the division cause the problem of capital
and la^or?
6. Hhy do so many people think unkindly of big
business organizations?
7. v'fhy are labor unions organized?
8. Trace the history of labor organizations in
the United States. G-ive examples of craft
unions, industrial unions, labor unions and
confederati ons
.
9. .That are some of the things they seek to do?
10, Name some weapons labor has used in its so-
called industrial war waged against capital.
II. Name and explain weapons capital has used
against labor.
12. How does a labor union help its members during
a strike?
13. Name and explain three agencies that make for
industrial peace.
14. Hhy do you think the average employer should
be able to understand the industrial viewpoint
of the employee even if he cannot wholly agree
with it, or does not desire to comply with it?
i(
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15. Do you think that the average employee should
be able to understand the industrial viewpoint
of the capitalist? V/hy?
• 16. If you were an employer who had occasion to
engage the labor of thousands of workers,
WilciU digcllw X.yjj. XLLCLUS UP XclX p6cl(JO WOUXU. jrUU
favor?
1 7
labor unions are working?
1 ft
of strikes?
Xn WllclT< Way Q,U pX^UxcooJ-UnclX goLIlxZcl 0 XUIIS
differ from other labor organizations?
iJasoxxuo unrua wdyis xu wnxon i<ue ouiin-iuxixT^y
is affected by industrial warfare.
21. How is public attitude important during a
22. How important is private business today? 'f/hat
it?
23. In what ways does the government aid business
and civA "^api] v\ 1"v ^"O it;'?
24. What kinds of business has the government
found it necessary to regulate or restrain?
Kjrx.vo exampxe s
.
25. To what extent do govemmente themselves con-
duct business activities? Is such a policy
uesxrauxe
:
26. Would you favor the adoption of a child labor
niTipn flTiPTi 't'O f Vip l^pflpfal floriQ^i + ill" i nn'? ^tatp
reasons.
27. Hiat are some of the important facts about
business depressions?
28. 7/hat can be done to help solve some of these
perplexing problens?
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Topical iinalysis
SUCCESSFUL LIVING
A. Successful Lives
1. Those who have succeeded
a. In industry
b. In science
c. In concierce
d. In welfare work
e. In piofess ions
E. Characteristics of successful people
B. Looking ahead to success
1. Locating employment
a. V/hen to look
Id. .There to look
c. How to apply
2. Making progress on the job
a. Making gDod
b. Earning advancement
3. The gaal
&, Sconomic independence
b. .-icceptance of social responsibility
c. .Vorthy use of leisure time
#
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ProbleriiS and Exercises
1. How have the successful lives of great people
contributed to your ov/n successful living? To
the welfare of society?
2. I£ake a scrapbook of pictures and newspaper ac-
counts of successful people who are still living.
3. Select a person whom you would label successful.
Prepare a short account of soiTie of his achieve-
ments.
4. Select the career of some successful man or
woman. Show how success was obtained by study-
ing the occupation beyond the position itself.
5. If you were an employer, what qualities should
you desire in an applicant for a job? In an-
swering the question use as an illustration any
industry or profession in which you are interest-
ed.
6. Make a list of the things you would try to in-
clude in a letter of application.
7. Prepare at least three letters of application
for positions. Rewrite your letters until they
are as perfect as you can make them.
8. Mention the kinds of work which you have done
that you could offer as experience in applying
for a job.
9. How could the following things be accom.plished
in a personal interview?
a. Obtaining the favorable interest
of the employer.
b. Convincing him of your ability to
do what he wants done.
c. leaking him want your services.
•
10. Often the qualities necessary to hold a job
are quite different from those necessary to
secure it. Give illustrations,
11. Way do women have more difficulties in getting
good jobs than men?
12. Secure an application blank from some firm
employer and discuss it in class. Try to ex-
plain the questions on the form.
13. Find out the chief employirjent agencies in your
vicinity. .Vhat other means of securing jobs
does your community contain?
14. V/hy should you take fecial care to keep fit
and in proper condition for work at all times?
How can this fact be best accomplished?
15. iVhat is your definition of success?
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CHAPTER X
CONCLUSION
How can the occupations course become more valuable to boys
and girls standing at an important crossroads? Ahead lies high school an<
eventually work, //hat preparation do they need? Thousands of young
people at this point in their school career study a course in occu-
pational information. How can this course be improved to enable
them to make more intelligent decisions?
The writer of this thesis has been concerned with just this
problem. Sducators and school administrators, writing about the sub-
ject, seem to differ on what constitutes a worth while course. The
experimental period, where stress was laid upon the acquisition of
information vifaich could be used primarily in choosing ajn occupation,
has been left behind. Time is no longer spent on memorizing the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of many occupations or in making a care-
ful study of the qualifications required in a particular vocation.
This over-emphasis of detail led to confusion which was as unneces-
sary as it was undesirable.
It is believed that "most people, so far as ability is con-
cerned, are capable of doing a wide variety of things equally well,
and with regard to abilities required, so far as we now have any
(
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means of knowing, wide ranges of occupations demand similar combina-
1/
tions of ability." The pupils then do not need to concern them-
selves particularly about studying qualifications to fit each voca-
tion.
As early as 1916, the Comniittee of the National Education
Association on the Social Studies in Secondary Education recomiriended
a course which would provide for "broader social and civic training
of the youth." They were concerned with developing in the pupils
an appreciation of the social significance and value of all work.
The trend toward social emphasis was not evident immediately.
Since 1920 the courses of study and textbooks have embodied
more of the desirable social aspects. vThile improvement has been
made the pupils are still confronting the vocational warld with "no
understanding of this world and no appreciations of the techniques
i/
of vocational living." This omission is serious in the opinion
of the writer.
The report of the Subcomiaittee on Vocational Guidance recom-
mended more emphasis on teaching the methods of occupational analysis
and developing habits of analyzing occupational problems which con-
front wrkers. Mr, Brewer has also pointed out this serious short-
age.
1/ Rex B. Cunliffe, loc. cit., p. 15.
2/ The Social Studies in Secondary Education, Bulletin No. 28, (1916)
loc. cit., p. 27.
^/ Holla L'. Tryon, loc. cit., pp. 320 - 321.
4/ Rex E. Cunliffe, op. cit., p. 28.
5/ Frederick J. Allen, (Chapter by John M. Brewer), loc. cit.,
pp. 39-40.
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The writer heartily agrees with this point of view.
The examination of various courses of study revealed many
weaknesses. The objectives usually fell into the three desired
groups - vocational, educational, and social. The first one always
received more emphasis than it deserved and the other two were always
slighted.
The length of time devoted to the study of occupations
varied from four to nineteen weeks. In the school systems where four
or six weeks were spent on this study the courses had some very good
points. In such a short time, however, very little could be accom-
plished.
The Minneapolis course was the only one, examined by the
writer, which included problems dealing with unemployment, the labor
movement, business cycles, and topics of a similar character, ;£ven
in the L'inneapolis course these problems carrie in under civics rather
than in the block of work concerned with occupations. Here is a
unit of work that deserves much study.
Material dealing with the changes occurring in industry
since the industrial revolution is found in many textbooks. The
courses of study have not used this part to show the constant change
going on in the world of wrk and the need to be prepared for social
and vocational adjustment. In all the courses the social aspects
of the study of occupations were given but casual attention.
The Pennsylvania course gave no chance for the individual
to study and report on an occupation. This project is important
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and should be used to develop skills in research which will be useful
in the future.
Ab an optional unit the Minneapolis course provided for a
short study of successful people. Here is a topic which can be
valuable in developing proper social attitudes toward work and suc-
cess.
The following shortages are the most serious in the opinion
of the writer,
1. Too much attention is placed on detailed
occupational inlbroation.
2. Too little attention is placed on the chang-
ing character of vocational conditions.
3. The social adjustments to be faced by the
worker in occupational life are seldon men-
tioned.
4. Study of the local situation is usually
slighted.
5. Not enough attention is given to the general
and perplexing problems of the industrial
world.
These points were not always omitted in the courses of
study examined, ./hen they were included the proper emphasis was
not given them.
In planning the block of work presented in Part II of this
thesis, the writer has kept in mind the major aims of the occupations
course. In every unit of work there are opportunities to develop
the social aims of the course. The educational aims have been care-
fully considered and carried out in Unit II, "Education and your work",
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The vocational objectives are woven into all five of the units. Tho
desired skills, understandings and appreciations have been kept in
mind.
The course is developed around five recommendations which
tie up with the five major shortages previously indicated. By making
use of these five suggestions it is believed an interesting and
worth while course can be offered to the pupils of grade nine.
In presenting a survey of the major occupations the social
significance of work must be stressed. !Drivial facts should be
omitted. The pupils are not to be bothered with minor details. In
Unit III, "Important kinds of work," the occupations studied are
those of class interest, local concern and of national importance.
The treatment is general to develop the proper social attitudes to-
ward TOrk as well as to awaken an interest in various kinds of work.
Much enphasis must be laid upon the need for young people
to be ready for vocational adjustment. Otherwise life will pass by
while they stand still and watch it.
Mr. Rex 3. Gunliffe made just this point when he wrote,
"Vocational life demands not one choice, not one decision, but a
never-ending series of choices and decisions. - - - — - Once
within an occupational group, the boy or girl will change from job
to job, or vvill advance from one to a higher one, largely not only
because he has the aptitude or personality traits required, but because
he has the ability to adjust himself to a changing situation. - - - -
It cannot be over-emphasized that, other things being equal, the suc-
cess of one individual rather than another will come through this
i
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capacity for self-ad justment , and his ability to plan his future in
1/
terms of realities."
In Unit I, "This changing world," Unit II, Section B,
"Education and its relation to work," and in Unit IV, "Troublesome
economic problems," there are many chances to develop an understand-
ing of the need for vocational adjustments. This point should be
kept constantly in mind.
Opportunities for the consideration of social adjustments
are made through biography and fiction. This phase is considered
fully as important and vital as vocational adjustment. Unit ?,
"Successful living," develops this idea in a way that should have
an appeal for the pupils. In only one course examined by the writer
was a unit of this kind found. In that course it was optional.
A chance to study the local conditions of work is consider
ed essential. By observing people at work more interest will be
aroused and much more learned than from textbooks alone. It is well
for the pupils to learn about the opportunities at close range.
Some will want to make use of them in the near future. Too often
this field has been neglected. In Unit III, "Important kinds of
work," the occupations selected for study are detemined partly by
the local conditions.
Disturbing economic problems are stressed. Hov; otherwise
will the pupils get an intelligent background for the understanding
of these perplexing questions? In school every effort will be made
1/ Rex B. Cunliffe, op. cit., p. 15.
I
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to present the material impartially so that the pupils may judge for
themselves and arrive at their own conclusions.
Unit IV, "Troublesome economic problems," is given one-third
of the time for the whole course. This is quite a radical de-
parture from the courses examined. It deserves the thoughtful study
of the group and cannot be given superficial treatment. It forms a
base of infonnation for the study of any occupation. In the opinion
of the •sriter it merits the importance it has been given.
By carefully executing the course planned, it is believed
that from this study of the occupations course, pupils will develop
understandings and appreciations which will enable them to make more
intelligent decisions all the way along. This procedure should
lead to a happier adjustment in work and with society.
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